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The Motivation
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Nextpart SOC-Toolkit
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The Background

Measuring Data Quality in STIX-based SOAR Platforms

› Structured Threat Information Expression (STIX)

› Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response (SOAR)

› Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI)
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STIX Graph
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Figure 1:
STIX graph example.

Taken from [1], visualised with [2].



STIX Graph (revised)
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Figure 2:
Larger STIX graph example.

Taken from [3], visualised with [2].



The Problem
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Figure 3:
Services offering threat detection and analysis [4].



The Problem

› Rating and ranking services
› How good is the service quality?

› How long does a service take to respond?

› Service data quality is hard to determine at implementation time.
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The Goals

› How can data quality be measured within SOAR platforms?
› What CTI measurements do already exist?

› How can these be altered to work with CTI data of a SOAR platform?

› How can a CTI rating framework be incorporated into a SOAR platform?
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The Introduction

› Enodo…
› … latin for 'untangle, explain, unfold'.

› … is a CTI metrics framework.

› … rates STIX sources based on multiple metrics.

› … gives programmers and users an overview of the service quality.

› … is embedded into the existing SOC-Toolkit.

› … needs no human interaction.
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Trust Indicator

› Tries to measure sources based on multiple data quality metrics.

› Based on multiple approaches from literature.

› Uses two papers as foundation:
› Measuring and visualizing cyber threat intelligence quality [5]

› Quantitative Evaluation of Trust in the Quality of Cyber Threat Intelligence 
Sources [6]

› Consists of 7 metrics.
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The Metrics

› Extensiveness
› Quantifies amount of information.
› Based on required and optional parameters of objects.

› Compliance
› Checks if objects are violating any restrictions of the STIX standard.
› Not implemented due to incompatibility with framework.

› Representation Consistency
› Checks if objects violate any logical restrictions.
› Not implemented due to incompatibility with framework.

› Verifiability
› Based on external references present in objects.
› Counts the number of external references contained in each object.
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The Metrics (cont.)

› Intelligence
› Rates connectiveness of source.
› Counts the links created by the source.

› Similarity
› Shows how similar the objects of a source are to other sources.

› Completeness
› Shows how much contribution the source has to the worldview.
› Does so by calculating the overlap of source and worldview.

› Duration
› Shows how long a service takes to respond to an API request.
› Not a STIX metric, but a workflow metric.
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The Architecture
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Figure 4:
The architecture of Enodo.
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Figure 5:
Frontend example 
of the SOC-Toolkit.
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Figure 6:
Metric visualisation via the Enodo frontend.



The Results

› What CTI measurements do already exist?
› Multiple feasible metrics found.

› How can these be altered to work with CTI data of a SOAR platform?
› Removal of metrics requiring multiple snapshots, adding API response time and comparing 

objects more in-depth.

› How can a CTI rating framework be incorporated into a SOAR platform?
› Integration of CTI rating framework into SOAR platform no major problem.

› Comparison between metrics of different services is possible.
› Further research directions

› Include historic data
› Incorporate user feedback
› Include more metadata into calculation
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